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1.0 Background 

This monitoring plan has been prepared for the Lake Sunapee Public Access Project (Project) 

Wild Goose Boat Access Site in Newbury, New Hampshire with input from the New 

Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau (NHNHB). 

 

The Project will involve the construction of a new public boat ramp, floating dock, and 

parking facilities.  The footprint of the boat ramp and associated dock will be located partly 

within one of the patches of American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana) that 

was delineated in 2015.  Direct impacts to this subpopulation are anticipated in the footprint 

of the ramp and are restricted to a relatively small area near an existing jetty.  However, 

indirect impacts could potentially occur to remaining plants in near-shore areas of the 

property following construction of the boat ramp (potentially from boat traffic, wakes, fuel, 

and trampling).  Therefore, NHNHB requested that three years of post-construction 

monitoring be conducted in the Project area to study the potential effects of the boat launch 

on American water-awlwort (Appendix 2, NHNHB 2015b).  

 

American water-awlwort is a state-endangered aquatic plant species that was observed and 

mapped by Normandeau Associates, Inc. (Normandeau) in shallow water at three locations 

along the shoreline of the Project area in 2015 (Normandeau 2015; Appendix 1).  

Approximately four plants were observed in a sandy embayment along the northwestern 

edge of the property; hundreds of plants were observed in a small rocky, cobbly, sandy, 

cove north of a jetty on the property; and over one hundred plants were observed south of 

the jetty in a generally sandy area with some rocks (Appendix 1-Figure 1).   

 

Data received from NHNHB from a rare species data request indicate that American water-

awlwort is fairly common along the shoreline of Lake Sunapee (NHNHB 2015a).  During 

2009-2011, surveys were conducted along the littoral zones of the lake perimeter and around 

shoals and islands, and numerous plants were observed.  American water-awlwort was 

found in 26 of 43 survey sections, with typically >100 plants observed at each location where 

it was found (NHNHB 2015a).  Based on these data, the plants occurring in the vicinity of 

the Project area constitute a small fraction (an estimated 4%) of the known total population 

of this species in Lake Sunapee (NHNHB 2015b).  

2.0 Objectives of Monitoring 

The objectives of this monitoring plan are as follows:  

 

1. To determine, over the course of a 3-year period following construction of the boat 

launch, whether: 
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 There are any changes in the estimated numbers of American water-awlwort 

plants in the Project area (excluding plants directly impacted by the Project) 

 There are any changes in the sizes and locations of the patches occupied by 

American water-awlwort (excluding areas directly impacted by the Project) 

 There are any changes in the apparent health or vigor of American water-

awlwort plants in the Project area; and  

2. To record observations over the course of the 3-year post-construction monitoring 

period to identify potential factors that may affect the abundance, distribution and 

health of American water-awlwort in the Project area (e.g., pollutants, disturbance to the 

bottom substrate, erosion, sedimentation, invasive species, predation, disease, etc.). 

3.0 Distribution and Ecology of American Water-awlwort 

Distribution 

American water-awlwort is a circumboreal species, occurring mostly in cool, oligotrophic 

lakes in north temperate locations, subalpine areas, and at high elevations.  Two subspecies 

have been identified: an Old World subspecies (subspecies aquatica), found primarily in 

northern Europe and Russia, and a New World subspecies (subspecies americana) that 

occurs in Greenland, Canada, northern portions of the United States, and in western states 

at high elevations (Mulligan and Calder 1964; Flora of North America 2008.  New 

Hampshire is located at the southern limit of this species’ range in New England. 

 

Habitat 

American water-awlwort is mostly found growing submerged in shallow water of 

freshwater lakes or ponds, and occasionally, slow streams (Smith 1959).  It has been 

observed at a maximum depth of approximately 2 meters  [~ 6.5 feet] (Sheldon and Boylen 

1977) and is typically encountered in a substrate of sand, gravel, or cobble (Rand 1899; 

Slosson 1884; Smith 1959), and occasionally mud (Nelson and Harmon 1993), and may co-

occur with other species in a vegetation mat (Rand 1899).  Less commonly it may be found 

as an emergent in exposed mud, sand, gravel, or muck along shores (Argus 1968; Flint and 

Hodgdon 1948; Rand 1899; Slosson 1884; Smith 1959). 

 

During surveys conducted in Lake Sunapee in 2009 – 2011, American water-awlwort was 

mostly observed at water depths ranging from less than 1 foot to approximately 3 feet, and 

occasionally in water up to 6 feet deep (NHNHB 2015a).  When Normandeau personnel 

surveyed the Project area in 2015, they encountered American water-awlwort at depths of 

approximately 1.5 to 6 feet, in substrates consisting of sand; a mix of rocks, cobbles, and 

sand; and sand with scattered rocks (Normandeau 2015; Appendix 1).  The American water-

awlwort plants were generally found in vegetation mats with other species. 
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Associated Species 

American water-awlwort is considered to be an isoetid: a member of a stress-tolerant plant 

functional group that is found in nutrient-poor habitats and often in areas disturbed by 

wave action (Dickinson and Murphy 2008; Preston and Croft 2001).  Isoetids include a 

number of species from unrelated families; however they appear superficially similar (i.e., 

having a rosette of short, narrow, stiff leaves arising from a short stem; a form typical of the 

Isoetes [quillworts]) and frequently co-occur with one another (Preston and Croft 2001).  

 

Throughout its range, American water-awlwort is commonly found growing in association 

with plant species with superficially similar leaves; it has been suggested that there may be 

some benefit gained from having narrow, grass-like leaves in the environment in which 

these species occur (Mulligan and Calder 1964).  American water-awlwort usually grows in 

association with needle spikesedge (Eleocharis acicularis) and superficially similar species of 

Limosella (Mulligan and Calder 1964).  In Lake Sunapee, American water-awlwort has been 

observed growing with seven-angled pipewort (Eriocaulon aquaticum), needle spikesedge, 

water lobelia (Lobelia dortmanna), and an arrowhead (Sagittaria) species (probably grass-

leaved arrowhead [Sagittaria graminea]) (NHNHB 2015a; Normandeau 2015). 

 

Other associates described in the literature include Juncus militaris [Maine] (Rand 1899); 

Juncus subtilis [Quebec] (Brainerd 1902); Isoetes bolanderi [Colorado] (Nelson and Harmon 

1993); Isoetes macrospora (= Isoetes lacustris) [Saskatchewan] (Argus 1968); and Isoetes 

echinospora, Myriophyllum tenellum, Ranunculus repens and Littorella americana [presumably in 

the Midwest] (U.S. Forest Service 1999, as referenced in Minnesota Department of Natural 

Resources 2015). 

 

Reproduction and Life Cycle 

In contrast to the perennial species with which it frequently grows (such as seven-angled 

pipewort, needle spikesedge, and water lobelia), American water-awlwort is an annual.  

Therefore, it needs to become re-established every year, and numbers and locations of 

plants could potentially vary dramatically from year to year.  

 

Following lake drawdowns, American water-awlwort has been found to rapidly colonize 

exposed sediments, suggesting a seedbank for this species occurs within the sediments 

(Odland and Moral 2002; Batchelder 1908; Flint and Hodgdon 1948).  Under such 

circumstances, American water-awlwort behaves as an early successional species.  Over 

time, if the sediments remain exposed, American water-awlwort and other annuals are 

displaced by perennials, which are slower to become established, but more effective 

competitors under such conditions (Odland and Moral 2002). 

 

When American water-awlwort grows underwater, it produces cleistogamous flowers 

(Mulligan and Calder 1964; Richards 1997), i.e., flowers that never open and are self-

pollinated. When the plant is emergent, it produces flowers that are open and have four 

small white petals.  The open flowers are described as apparently self-pollinated (Mulligan 
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and Calder 1964) or pollinated by small flies (Richards 1997).  In New England, the fruits, 

consisting of approximately 2-4 mm long ovoid or globose pods known as silicles (Gleason 

and Cronquist 1991), are normally present from July 31 – October 13th (Seymour 1969).  Late 

August and September have been suggested as preferable times to survey for this species, as 

the plants are more likely to be in fruit and more noticeable or identifiable at that time (Day 

1889; Slosson 1884).  Each plant produces approximately 2-10 fruits (Gleason and Cronquist 

1991). 

4.0 Monitoring Methods 

The proposed monitoring will determine whether there are any changes in the numbers, 

locations and health of the American water-awlwort plants in the Project area during the 3 

years following construction of the boat launch.  The monitoring will include qualitative 

and quantitative measures of effects potentially associated with the boat launch, which 

could adversely affect American water-awlwort plants in the vicinity.  In particular, the 

monitoring will quantitatively measure turbidity at varying distances from the boat launch 

to see if levels are elevated in the vicinity of the launch; it will include observations of any 

disturbance to the sediments caused by boats or people; and observations of obvious fuel or 

other contaminants in the water or potential sources of contaminants in the water or along 

the shore.  

 

The monitoring will also measure some parameters that are unrelated to the boat launch (or 

unlikely to be influenced by the boat launch) that could affect American water-awlwort at 

the site. These parameters include dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, conductivity, and 

temperature.  Proposed data sheets for plant and water quality monitoring are included in 

Appendix 3.  Water quality data collected by NH Department of Environmental Services 

(NH DES)  at 12 stations on  Lake Sunapee, including  pH, specific conductivity, dissolved 

oxygen, and turbidity, will be obtained  to provide a reference for the site specific data 

collected for this project.  

 

The timelines and various tasks involved with the monitoring are described below. 

4.1 Timelines and monitoring dates 

The vegetation survey for American water-awlwort and water quality sampling will take 

place during the last week of August or the first week in September (i.e., late enough in the 

season that most plants would be anticipated to be mature/in fruit, and early enough that 

temperatures would still be appropriate for snorkeling and wading).  The survey conducted 

in 2015 will be used as the baseline condition. Post-construction monitoring will be 

performed during the first three years after completion of the boat ramp.  If the ramp is 

operational before the last week in August during the construction year, then post-

construction monitoring will commence that year.  Ideally, the post-construction surveys 

will take place on a day with relatively high boating activity at the project ramp site, but at 

about the same time of year as the baseline survey, to minimize variability in factors other 
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than boat ramp use that could affect turbidity measurements (eg. pollen or other seasonal 

factors).   

4.2 Vegetation Survey 

American Water-Awlwort Survey 

During each monitoring event, the approximately 800-foot long shoreline of the Project site 

will be surveyed for American water-awlwort, from the edge of the shore out to a depth of 

approximately 6 feet.  The monitoring will be conducted on a day with no appreciable 

winds or precipitation.  

 

Two Normandeau scientists, including a qualified botanist and a Global Positioning System 

(GPS) technician, will conduct the survey.  The botanist will identify the boundaries of 

patches of American water-awlwort by wading with a view tube and/or swimming with 

mask and snorkel.  Pin flags may be temporarily used to demarcate patch boundaries, but 

will be removed once GPS points are recorded.  If patches are found in water too deep for 

the GPS technician to wade, a pole may be held at the patch boundary by the botanist, and 

the GPS technician will approach the pole by a kayak or other small boat, and the boat will 

be kept stationary, to the extent possible, by paddling or by using an anchor when recording 

GPS coordinates.   

 

At each patch location, a data sheet will be completed (Appendix 3) on which the following 

information will be recorded: 

 

 Estimated numbers of American water-awlwort plants in the patch 

 Estimated percentage of plants in reproductive condition 

 Notes on the condition of the plants 

 General distribution and density of plants within the patch 

 Description of substrate type and notes on any disturbance to the substrate 

 Water depth within the patch 

 Notes on any evidence of compromised water quality 

 Weather conditions 

If required by NHNHB, during each yearly monitoring event, the identification of American 

water-awlwort will be documented, either by taking a photograph or collection of a voucher 

specimen, if dictated by NHNHB.  

Associated Plant Species Survey  

The botanist will identify and record associated aquatic plants in the American water-

awlwort patches, and if invasive species are identified, the estimated abundance, density 

and distribution will be recorded and the locations of these species will be GPS surveyed. 
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4.3 Water Quality Survey 

Water quality in the vicinity of the Project site will be sampled concurrently with the plant 

survey for three years after project construction when the boat ramp is operational.  Water 

quality will be monitored at three fixed stations within the project area.  These stations will 

be established at intervals from the boat ramp.  The stations will be GPS located so return 

visits are possible.  The following in-situ parameters are included in the survey: 

Water Quality Parameters  

In situ measurements of turbidity, dissolved oxygen, pH, conductivity, and temperature 

will be taken at the three stations around the project site that vary in distance from the boat 

ramp but overlap with the American water-awlwort patches.  These measurements will be 

taken using standard sampling protocols that include equipment calibration for each 

sampling event.   Water depth will also be measured.  Parameters will be measured a 

minimum of once at each of the three monitoring stations on one day each year, 

concurrently with American water-awlwort vegetation surveys, and recorded on data sheets 

(Appendix 3).  

4.4 Photo documentation 

During each annual survey for American water-awlwort, representative underwater 

photographs will be taken to document plants and sediment conditions.  The photos will 

include, at a minimum: 

 Photos of each American water-awlwort patch  

 Representative American water-awlwort density photos showing any variations in 

density 

 Photos of sediment conditions in each American water-awlwort patch 

5.0  Data Analysis and Results 

American water-awlwort plant data will be analyzed annually and the distribution of the 

patches will be mapped on a plan each year for comparison and to show any differences in 

patch distribution.  A brief letter report will be submitted annually to New Hampshire Fish 

and Game as a draft before final submission to NHNHB that will identify any notable 

findings.  Photos, data sheets, and the map will be attached to the letter report.  Each annual 

letter report will include data from the previous year(s) sampling so that data can be 

compared from year to year and evaluated on a cumulative basis.  An assessment of the 

data collected at the boat ramp will be included in a final report at the end of the 3-year 

monitoring period.  
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1.0 Introduction 

On August 18, 2015, Normandeau Associates, Inc. (Normandeau) personnel surveyed the 
approximately 800-foot long shoreline of the proposed Wild Goose Public Access project site for the 
state endangered plant species American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana).  The 
site is located on Lake Sunapee in Newbury, New Hampshire.  The project will involve the 
construction of a new public boat ramp, floating dock, and parking facilities. The survey was 
conducted on behalf of NH Fish and Game, the project proponent. 
 
Results of a 2015 New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau (NHNHB) rare species data request for 
the project indicated the potential presence of American water-awlwort in the project area.  This 
information was not included in the NHNHB data base when a previous project request was made in 
2009.  Based on the current data, NHNHB recommended that a survey be performed for this 
species. 
 

2.0 Methods 

The survey for American water-awlwort was conducted in accordance with a work plan, dated July 
1, 2015 (Attachment 1), which was developed by Normandeau with input from the NHNHB. The 
work plan was reviewed and approved by NHNHB.  The survey was conducted by a Normandeau 
botanist on August 18, 2015.  Locations of the plants were surveyed with GPS by a Normandeau 
technician working with the botanist. 
 
A voucher specimen (consisting of a single American-awlwort plant) was collected during the survey. 
The specimen was submitted to NHNHB on October 1, 2015, at which time NHNHB confirmed the 
identification.  A Rare Species Occurrence Record field form (Special Plant Survey Form) was 
completed and is attached with this report (Attachment 2).  The Special Plant Survey Form includes 
photographs of American water-awlwort and of the site locations where it was observed. 
 

3.0 Results 

 
American water-awlwort was found at three locations along the shoreline of the Wild Goose 
property; it was observed in a sandy embayment near the northwestern edge of the property and in 
near-shore areas north and south of a stone and concrete rubble jetty (Figure 1). In the 
northwesternmost patch (within the sandy embayment), approximately four plants were observed, 
at a water depth of approximately 2 feet.  The substrate in this area is generally sandy.  North of the 
jetty, in a small cove with a substrate of rock, cobble and sand, hundreds of American water-
awlwort plants were observed.  The plants were growing in water approximately 1.5-4 feet deep, in 
scattered dense patches.  South of the jetty, over a hundred plants were observed in scattered 
dense patches, at water depths ranging from approximately 1.5 to 6 feet, in a generally sandy area 
with some rocks.  Some scattered debris was also observed in this area, including logs, wooden 
boards, tires, and plastic bottles.  
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Figure 1.  American Water-Awlwort Locations at the Wild Goose Public Access Project Site.  
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Plant species growing in the vicinity of the American water-awlwort patches included seven-angled 
pipewort  (Eriocaulon aquaticum), spikesedge (Eleocharis sp.), and water lobelia (Lobelia 
dortmanna).  Other aquatic plant species observed in shallow water areas along the property (but 
not in the immediate vicinity of the American water-awlwort) included arrowhead (Sagittaria sp.) 
and Nitella sp. (a species of algae). No invasive aquatic plant species were encountered. 

4.0 Potential Impacts to American Water-awlwort 

 
Figure 1 shows the location of the proposed boat ramp in relation to the patches of American water-
awlwort. The three patches of American water-awlwort cover an area of approximately 4,608 
square feet along the shoreline of the property. The footprint of the boat ramp occurs partly within 
one of the American water-awlwort patches.  Approximately 550 square feet or 12% of the total 
area of American awl-wort on the property will be affected.  
 
Data received from NHNHB (from the rare species data request) indicate that American water-
awlwort is fairly common along the shoreline of Lake Sunapee. During 2009-2011, surveys were 
conducted along the littoral zones of the lake perimeter and around shoals and islands, and 
numerous plants were observed. American water-awlwort was found in 26 of 43 survey sections, 
with typically >100 plants observed at each location where it was found. 
 
Given the known abundance of American water-awlwort in the general area, the impacts to this 
species from the proposed boat ramp are anticipated to be minor relative to the size of the 
population.  Also, this species appears to be at least somewhat tolerant of disturbance due to its 
occurrence along the shoreline of Lake Sunapee in areas with fairly heavy shoreline development 
and recreational use.  Based on this information, it is expected that the proposed project will not 
have substantial adverse effects on the population. 
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Attachment 1 
 

AMERICAN WATER-AWLWORT SURVEY WORK PLAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 
Corporate Office: Normandeau Associates, Inc.  25 Nashua Road  Bedford, NH 03110  (603) 472-5191 

www.normandeau.com 

July 1, 2015 

 

Amy Lamb 

NH Natural Heritage Bureau 

NH Department of Resources and Economic Development 

172 Pembroke Rd. 

Concord, NH  03301-5791 

 

Re:  Survey for American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana) in Lake Sunapee  

 

 

Dear Amy: 

Normandeau Associates, Inc. has been working with Fay, Spofford and Thorndike and NH Fish and 

Game on a Public Access Project at the Wild Goose site on Lake Sunapee.  The project will involve the 

construction of a new public boat ramp, floating dock, and parking facilities.  We recently received a 

NH Natural Heritage Bureau (NH NHB) response to a new database search request that identified the 

potential presence of American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana) a species that was 

not on the original (2009) database report for this project (NHB15-1169; attached).  Normandeau has 

developed this draft work plan to survey for this annual plant based on discussions with you and 

others in your office, and other available information regarding this species.   We have incorporated 

your recommendations into this revised work plan and welcome any additional comments you might 

have. 

Introduction 

American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana) is an annual, aquatic plant, which was 

identified in the shallow littoral zone of Lake Sunapee from 2009 to 2011 (NHB Report NHB15-1169, 

attached).  The plant was found in 26 of the 43 sections surveyed.  There were typically more than 100 

plants at each location where they were found, in patches large and small, dense and sparse, and 

flowering structures were observed.  Associated species included seven-angled pipewort (Eriocaulon 

aquaticum), needle spikesedge (Eleocharis acicularis), and/or sterile rosettes of an arrowhead (Sagittaria) 

species - probably grass-leaved arrowhead (Sagittaria graminea) (NHB Report NHB15-1169). 

 

Proposed Survey  

The survey for American water-awlwort will be conducted along the entire shore of the project parcel, 

which is approximately 800 feet long.  As the plant is typically found in shallow water 1 to 3 feet 

deep, but occasionally up to 6 feet deep, survey will be conducted by wading with a view tube and/or 

swimming with mask and snorkel.  Two Normandeau scientists, including a qualified botanist and a 
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GPS technician, will conduct the survey during late July or August, when the plant is most likely to be 

flowering or in fruit as reproductive structures must be present for positive identification of this 

species.  Calm water conditions will also be important. 

In the event that this species is identified in the project area, the locations of patches of this plant will 

be surveyed with GPS.  If patches are found in water too deep for the GPS technician to wade, a 

kayak or other small boat will be used and the boat will be kept stationary, to the extent possible, by 

paddling or by using an anchor when recording GPS coordinates.  Photographs will be taken, and a 

voucher specimen will be collected for positive identification by NH NHB. Normandeau personnel 

will follow NH NHB’s protocols for voucher collection and preparation as described in NH NHB’s 

Reporting Rare Plant Populations and as communicated to Normandeau by NH NHB. A single entire 

plant will be collected and delivered to NH NHB either pressed or as a fresh sample in a plastic bag.    

Mapping and Reporting 

If the species is present, a map indicating the location of plant patches and/or individuals will be 

prepared.  This map will include the footprint of the proposed boat ramp components and zone of 

project disturbance, and any areas of overlap will be highlighted.  A Rare Species Occurrence Record 

field form (Special Plant form) will be completed and a brief report documenting the findings will be 

prepared and submitted to NH NHB along with the map, photographs, and voucher specimen.  A 

meeting would then be scheduled to discuss the implications of the findings and appropriate 

measures.  The report and NHB consultation record would be provided to the NH Department of 

Environmental Services Wetlands Bureau and US Army Corps of Engineers.   

Thank you for your input to date, and we look forward to further discussions after the survey is 

completed.   

 

Sincerely,  

Normandeau Associates, Inc. 

 

Lee E. Carbonneau 

Senior Principal Scientist 

 

 

Cc.   Garret Graaskamp, NHF&G 

 Kevin Gagne, Fay, Spofford and Thorndike 

 Darlene Forst, NHDES 

 Michael Hicks, USACE 



 
Memo NH Natural Heritage Bureau 
 NHB Datacheck Results Letter 

Department of Resources and Economic Development DRED/NHB 
Division of Forests and Lands  PO Box 1856 
(603) 271-2214     fax:  271-6488  Concord  NH   03302-1856 

 To: Lee Carbonneau, Normandeau Associates, Inc. 
 25 Nashua Road 
 Bedford, NH  03110 
 

 From: Melissa Coppola, NH Natural Heritage Bureau 
 Date: 4/3/2015 (valid for one year from this date) 
 Re: Review by NH Natural Heritage Bureau 
 NHB File ID: NHB15-1169 Town: Newbury Location: Tax Maps: Map 19, Block 401, Lot 244 
 Description: Construction of a Public Access boat ramp and parking area on the shore of Lake Sunapee as part of the NH Fish and Game Public 

access projects.  Previous Shoreland Permit has expired, so a new NHB data check is needed. 
cc: Kim Tuttle 

 
As requested, I have searched our database for records of rare species and exemplary natural communities, with the following results.   

Comments:   NHB recommends a survey for American water-awlwort so that impacts can be avoided and/or minimized. 

Plant species State1 Federal Notes 
American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp.  
americana) 

E -- This aquatic plant grows in shallow water and is vulnerable to changes in water 
levels, disturbance of the substrate, e.g. due to recreation, and changes in water 
quality, e.g. due to sediments or pollutatnts in stormwater runoff. 

Vertebrate species State1 Federal Notes 
Wood Turtle (Glyptemys insculpta) SC -- Contact the NH Fish & Game Dept (see below). 
 
1Codes:  "E" = Endangered, "T" = Threatened, “SC” = Special Concern,  "--" = an exemplary natural community, or a rare species tracked by NH Natural Heritage that has not yet 
been added to the official state list. An asterisk (*) indicates that the most recent report for that occurrence was more than 20 years ago. 
 
Contact for all animal reviews: Kim Tuttle, NH F&G, (603) 271-6544.   

A negative result (no record in our database) does not mean that a sensitive species is not present.  Our data can only tell you of known occurrences, based on 
information gathered by qualified biologists and reported to our office.  However, many areas have never been surveyed, or have only been surveyed for certain 
species.  An on-site survey would provide better information on what species and communities are indeed present. 



 

 



NHB15-1169    EOCODE: PDBRA2H012*005*NH 
 

  

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau - Plant Record 
 

American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp.  americana) 
 
Legal Status Conservation Status 
Federal: Not listed Global: Demonstrably widespread, abundant, and secure 
State: Listed Endangered State: Critically imperiled due to rarity or vulnerability 
 
Description at this Location 
Conservation Rank: Excellent quality, condition and landscape context ('A' on a scale of A-D). 
Comments on Rank: Numerous plants in mulitple locations. Fairly heavy shoreland development and recreational 

use. 
  
Detailed Description: 2011, 2010, 2009: Numerous, typically > 100 plants at each location where they were found. 

Generally in patches - large and small, dense and sparse. Found in 26 of 43 survey sections 
(variable size) along the lake shore. Flowering structures were observed. 

General Area: 2011, 2010, 2009: Shallow littoral zone of lake shore. Typically occurred with seven-angled 
pipewort (Eriocaulon aquaticum), needle spikesedge (Eleocharis acicularis), and/or sterile 
rosettes of an arrowhead (Sagittaria) species - probably grass-leaved arrowhead (Sagittaria 
graminea). 

General Comments: 2011: Lake Sunapee Protective Association has an active Weed Watch program with 
designated sections covering the littoral zones of the lake perimeter and around shoals and 
islands. Awlwort was observed in these sections during an aquatic plant survey. 

Management 
Comments: 

 

 
Location 
Survey Site Name: Sunapee Lake 
Managed By: Sunapee State Park 
    
County: Sullivan   
Town(s): Sunapee   
Size:  685.8 acres Elevation:  
  
Precision: Within (but not necessarily restricted to) the area indicated on the map. 
  
Directions: 2011, 2010, 2009: Lake Sunapee, multiple locations in the shallow littoral zone. Generally in water 

depths from less than a foot to about 3 feet but occasionally in deeper water - up to about 6 feet deep. 
 
Dates documented 
First reported: 2009 Last reported: 2011 
 
 
 
 
 



NHB15-1169    EOCODE: ARAAD02020*206*NH 
 

  

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau - Animal Record 
 

Wood Turtle (Glyptemys insculpta) 
 
Legal Status Conservation Status 
Federal: Not listed Global: Apparently secure but with cause for concern 
State: Special Concern State: Rare or uncommon 
 
Description at this Location 
Conservation Rank: Not ranked 
Comments on Rank:  
  
Detailed Description: 2011: Area 12900M: 1 adult observed on 4-01.  1 adult observed on 06-15. 
General Area: 2011: Area 12900M: Mixed forest with ponds, vernal pools and streams nearby. 
General Comments:  
Management 
Comments: 

 

 
Location 
Survey Site Name: Eagles Nest, east of 
Managed By:  
    
County: Merrimack   
Town(s): Newbury   
Size:  1.9 acres Elevation:  
  
Precision: Within (but not necessarily restricted to) the area indicated on the map. 
  
Directions: 2011: Area 12900M: 15 Newbury Heights Road, Newbury. 
 
Dates documented 
First reported: 2011-04-01 Last reported: 2011-06-15 
 
 
 
The New Hampshire Fish & Game Department has jurisdiction over rare wildlife in New Hampshire.  Please contact 
them at 11 Hazen Drive, Concord, NH  03301 or at (603) 271-2461. 
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Attachment 2 
 

SPECIAL PLANT SURVEY FORM 



 

 Special Plant Survey Form Obs Pt       
  

Survey Site: Lake Sunapee – Wild Goose Property Date: 8/18/2015      Sourcecode:       

Surveyors: Susan Hegarty and Andrew Thompson 
Normandeau Associates   

Town: Newbury Quad name:       

Phone /  e-mail: shegarty@normandeau.com   
 

GPS coordinates: See attached data   Datum (e.g., NAD 83):       GPS Unit / model: Trimble (sub-
meter accuracy) 

 
Directions:  (Map must be attached)      
 
Located along the shoreline of Lake Sunapee, east of Birch Grove Road and north of the Davis Cabins property. Three patches of plants observed: 
one located near the northwestern edge of the property, the other two patches observed north and south of a stone jetty. 

 

Species Subularia aquatica L. EONum:  

IMPORTANT:  What diagnostic features were observed that would separate it from similar species? 
Leaves linear and awl-shaped and in a basal rosette, 1-5 cm; no cauline leaves. Fruit (2-4mm) an ovoid to ellipsoid or globose inflated silicle. Plant 
occurs submerged in shallow water. 
Specimen taken? Yes Photograph taken? Yes Photograph attached? Yes 
For specimens: Collector, collection #, repository:  

 

Office Use Only ID reviewed by:  Date:  Based on:   Description       Photograph       Specimen 
Conclusion:  Verified       Possible - needs follow-up       Mis-identified 

 
Phenology (%) Population Size  Age Structure (%) Vigor (%) 
100% In leaf  Ramets  Genets**      

 In bud  actual #         seedlings       Very feeble 
 In flower       estim. #         immature  Feeble 

      Immature fruit       1-10              vegetative sprouts x Normal 
1% Mature fruit       11-50              1st year  Vigorous 

 Seed dispersing       51-100        x mature (established)       Exceptionally 
        101-1000 x        senescent  vigorous 

      Vegetative reproduction*       > 1,000        x age unknown   
          

*Describe vegetative reproduction:   
**Genets: How defined? Average size?:     Basal rosettes counted.   
% of plants with  Description 

0 Evidence of disease  
0 Injury / herbivory  

 
Population Polygon (PP): If you drew a line around all the plants you found, how large an area would be within it?  
 Total Cover (TC): What is the total area covered by all the plants (as if they were growing next to one another)? 

 PP  TC   
< 1 sq. meter    What % of the Population Polygon is covered by this species?  __10%_____ ( = 100 * TC / PP) 

1-5 sq. m.    Within the population polygon, how are the stems distributed? In three patches 
5-10 sq. m.     (If "other", describe below) 

10-100 sq. m.   42.8   
100-1000 sq. m. (.1 ha)    How much time was spent searching in this area?  _2__ people searched for  210 minutes 

> 0.1 ha    How thoroughly was the Population Polygon searched?  Very well. 
actual area (if known) 428 sq. 

m 
  Is there suitable habitat nearby that was not searched?    Yes. Other shoreline areas along 

Lake Sunapee were not searched 
during this survey (although they 
were surveyed previously). 

 
Comments on population size / distribution / etc.:  
The plants described are part of a large population in Lake Sunapee. This form contains data only for the plants located along the shoreline of the 
Wild Goose Property. 



 

Aspect Slope Light Topo position Moisture regime Comments 
 N       NE x 0-3%  Open  Crest x Inundated (hydric) In shoreline area 

at water depths of 
1.5 to 6 feet. 

 E  NW  3-8%   Partial  Upper slope  Saturated (wet-mesic) 
 S  SE  8-15% x Filtered  Mid-slope  Moist (mesic) 
 W  SW  15-35%  Shade  Lower slope  Dry-mesic 
x Flat    35%-vert.   x Bottom  Dry (xeric) 
 Degrees       degrees       
           

 
Elevation range: 1093 to 1093 feet Soil name (SCS) / Substrate: Growing in sand, in areas with sand, cobble, rock 

substrate 
     Bedrock type:  

 
      

 
Associated natural community:  Lake Sunapee. Releve completed?  

Associated plant species (immediate vicinity):    
 
seven-angled pipewort  (Eriocaulon aquaticum), spikesedge (Eleocharis sp.), and water lobelia (Lobelia dortmanna).   
 

Dominant / characteristic species:    seven-angled pipewort  (Eriocaulon aquaticum) and spikesedge (Eleocharis sp.) 

Invasive species: None observed. 

Sketch (habitat and/or overhead view).  Include scale, north arrow, and where the plants are. 
 

 
Owner aware of the plant? Yes Owner comments:       

 

 
Owner protecting the plant? Unknown. Plants common in 

shoreline along Lake 
Sunapee despite fairly heavy 
shoreline development and 
recreational use. 

Evidence of disturbance:  Some debris (wood, tires, plastic bottles) observed in shallow water area in southern portion of property but not in 
immediate vicinity of Subularia aquatica plants. Motor boats observed nearby. 
 
 

Management needs:   

The SIZE of the population:  Summarize first page, provide additional details (e.g. on the distribution of the plants, how confident you are that most of the 
habitat was searched, thus most plants were located). Three patches observed along shoreline of Wild Goose property. The northwestern-most patch 
was approximately 1 square meter and contained 4 plants, the patch north of the jetty was approximately 93 square meters and contained >100 
plants, the patch south of the jetty was approximately 334 square meters and contained >100 plants. 
      

The current CONDITION of the population and its immediate habitat.  Include reproductive activity and health of the plants, and dispersal, establishment, and 
maintenance of the population.  Also evidence of disturbance in the immediate vicinity including known) presence of invasive species. Approx. 1% of the 
plants were in fruit. No damaged or diseased individuals were observed. No invasive plant species were observed.  

 The condition of the LANDSCAPE in the area SURROUNDING the population (e.g. is the area an undisturbed, functioning natural ecosystem:  current and past 
land use?  fragmentation?).  Fairly heavy shoreline development and recreational use in Lake Sunapee.  

      
Letter ranks summarizing the comments made above:  A = Excellent,  B = Good,  C = Fair,  D = Poor 

Size Rank:  Condition Rank:       Landscape Context Rank:  Overall Rank (A-D):        
  
Your experience with this species (ranks are relative to):   Local     Statewide   Regional   Global  
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Photo 1.  American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana).  August 18, 2015. 
Wild Goose Property, Lake Sunapee, Newbury, NH. 

Photo 2.  Area of American water-awlwort patch in sandy embayment near the 
northwestern edge of the property, facing west.  August 18, 2015. Wild Goose 
Property, Lake Sunapee, Newbury, NH. 

 



AMERICAN WATER- AWLWORT PHOTOS 

August 18, 2015 Survey 2 Normandeau Associates, Inc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 3.  Area of American water-awlwort patch north of jetty, facing south (jetty in 
background). August 18, 2015. Wild Goose Property, Lake Sunapee, Newbury, NH. 

 

Photo 4.  Area of American water-awlwort patch south of jetty, facing north (jetty in 
background). August 18, 2015. Wild Goose Property, Lake Sunapee, Newbury, NH. 

 



USGS background and road names provided by NH GRANIT.
Street map information for inset from ESRI

Path: J:\Projects\NH Fish and Game\MXD\American_Water_Wort_USGS.mxd
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APPENDIX 2 
 

NH NATURAL HERITAGE BUREAU RESPONSE   



 

 
New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau 

DRED - Division of Forests & Lands 
172 Pembroke Road, Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2214 
 
 

To:  Lee Carbonneau, Senior Principal Scientist, Normandeau Associates, Inc.      
 
From:  Amy Lamb, Ecological Information Specialist, NH Natural Heritage Bureau  
  
Date:  November 19, 2015 
 
Subject:   Wild Goose Public Access Project, NHB15-1169 
 
  
A request for NH Natural Heritage Bureau (NHB) data, submitted on April 3, 2015 by 

Normandeau Associates, Inc. (Normandeau), indicated the presence of the state-endangered 

plant American water-awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana) in the vicinity of the 

proposed Wild Goose boat launch site on Lake Sunapee.  Since this plant was documented on 

Lake Sunapee during surveys conducted from 2009-2011, a previous data request from 2008 

(NHB08-2034) had not indicated the potential presence of any rare species.  Therefore, NHB 

recommended that the project area be surveyed for American water-awlwort in the 2015 

DataCheck results letter.     

 

Normandeau personnel completed surveys for the aquatic plant on August 18, 2015.  Surveys 

were conducted along approximately 800’  of shoreline that surrounds the property, which is 

owned by NH Fish & Game.  American water-awlwort was found in three locations along the 

shoreline.  Four plants were found adjacent to a beach on the northwestern part of the 

property (point A); a patch of hundreds of plants was found on the northeast side of the 

property, in a cove north of a stone jetty (polygon B); and scattered, dense patches totaling 

over 100 plants were found in an area south of the stone jetty (polygon C).   

 

The proposed location of the boat launch and associated dock is within polygon C, south of the 

stone jetty on the eastern side of the property.  The installation of these structures would 

directly impact a portion of the American water-awlwort population in this location, and 

associated impacts from boat traffic, wakes, fuel, and trampling could have indirect effects 

after construction.  NHB’s preferred alternative is one that would avoid impact to rare plants.        

 

However, if the proposed alternative is constructed, NHB does not expect that this action will 

threaten the Lake Sunapee American water-awlwort population as a whole.  When surveys for 

this plant were completed in 2009-2011, plants were found at over 26 locations, often with 

over 100 plants at each site.  Therefore, the 100+ plants in the vicinity of the impact area 

account for about 4% of the entire Lake Sunapee population.  Since direct impacts to this 

subpopulation are restricted to a relatively small area near the jetty, NHB feels that this is an 

acceptable alternative to the no-impact scenario.   



 

As noted above, additional impacts could occur to the remaining plants in polygon C following 

installation of the boat launch and dock, and depending on usage of the surrounding area, 

impacts could occur to point A and polygon B as well.  Though there will be no direct access to 

polygon B and the southern end of polygon C, incidental impacts could occur from increased 

human presence at the site.  Since the potential effects of the boat launch on the remaining 

Subularia aquatica ssp. americana population are not known, if the project is constructed, NHB 

requests that three years of post-construction monitoring be conducted in polygons B and C to 

study the effects of the boat launch on these rare plants.  Data collected in each area should 

include estimated numbers of plants, signs of stress and damage to plants, water quality, and 

comments on sediments and substrate.  NHB, NH Fish & Game, and Normandeau should 

discuss and agree upon study parameters prior to undertaking this work.   

 

Additionally, NHB, NH Fish & Game, and Normandeau should meet prior to construction to 

discuss specific measures to avoid and protect rare plants.  
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APPENDIX 3 
 

AMERICAN WATER-AWLWORT MONITORING DATA SHEETS 



Wild Goose Boat Access Site Page ____ of _____

American Water‐awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana ) Sampling

Date: ______________

Observers: ___________________________

Patch No. _________ ___________________________

Note: separate patches should be 

delineated when plants are separated from the Location of Patch: _____________________________________________

nearest plants by approx. 15‐20 feet or more. Lat/Long _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Estimated # of Subularia aquatica  plants

in patch (check appropriate column): Distribution of plants in patch (check approp column[s]):
<20 (provide count) ________ scattered small clusters (clusters ≤ 5 feet in diameter)* ________

20‐50 ________ scattered large clusters (clusters > 5 feet in diameter)* ________

50‐100 ________ evenly distributed (plants generally ≤ 1ft from one another) ________

100‐500 ________ In vegetation mat with other species? ________

500‐1,000 ________ other (describe):

>1,000 ________

Estimated % of  Estimated #s * with plants within each cluster generally ≤1 ft apart

plants in (if practicable) Associated plant species and general abundances:

fruit

flower

vegetative

Condition of plants (note any

disease, dieback, discoloration, Aquatic invasive plant species & abundances/density/distrib.

damage, predation, or 

sedimentation/siltation on plants):

Describe any man‐made objects, litter present

in patch area and along property shoreline in general:

Describe substrate in patch area

and any signs of disturbance:

Water depth (range)

within patch:

inside  outside 

Notes on water quality patch patch if present describe nature and extent

oil/petroleum slicks?

discoloration of water?

odors?

turbid water/suspended solids?

other (describe)

sources of pollutants (e.g.

gasoline tanks, drums) observed

along shoreline?

check when completed: Photo #

Identification of Subularia  documented or confirmed?

boundaries of patch recorded using GPS?

photos taken (above water) of patch from opposing directions along the shoreline?

photos taken below water of patch/plants/sediment/plant densities?

locations of aquatic invasive plant species recorded using GPS? (if present)



Wild Goose Boat Access Site

American Water‐awlwort (Subularia aquatica ssp. americana ) Sampling

Weather Observations 

This form is to be completed at the beginning of the survey and then checked at the end 

of the survey to note any changes in conditions.

Date: ______________ Air Temperature____________

Cloud cover (check appropriate column) Wind Direction:____________

clear ________ Wind Speed:_______________

partly cloudy ________ Wind Notes:___________________________

cloudy or overcast ________ (e.g., calm, gusty, sustained wind, crosswinds, etc.)
Precipitation ________

Any recent storms prior to survey?

Boating Activity during survey? High Moderate Low None

Water Quality Measurements:

Depth Temp DO pH Turbidity Conductivity Time

Station 1:

Station 2:

Station 3:




